ENABLING
INNOVATION
Innovation is successful change
Projects are how we deliver it

What should I
bring to class?
A laptop – once enrolled, you will be able
to download the digital resources that
support the day’s learning; alternately,
you can download and print the paper
versions if you are more comfortable
working with the old-school tools of
the trade.
If you’d like to bring a keep-cup and/or
refillable bottle, we provide all-day tea,
coffee and water; and if you don’t want to
bring your own lunch, there are plenty of
nearby food options.

https://institute.pm

STEERING
NOT ROWING

What will I learn
in one day?
Whether a project is large or small, innovative
or similar to other projects, governance and
administrative support will be needed.
The type of governance and level of support
will vary considerably between projects of
different types and complexity.
This Masterclass introduces a logical, robust
and repeatable framework for effective
governance, defining metrics for its success.
We look at the tasks, support and decisions
that a project manager might need and how
to inspire optimal relationships between
project managers, stakeholders and your
organisation.

Why should I take
this Masterclass?

We get that adults have distinctly different
motivations to learn, so we ensure our
content is relevant, learners are engaged,
learning processes are active and delivery
is centred around you.
Participants are therefore encouraged to
share complex, ‘real life’ examples from their
professional experience that relate to the
challenges presented at each stage of the
governance lifecycle.
Fast paced, dynamic and practical, this highy
interactive Masterclass is a must-attend
for current and aspiring project
sponsors, program and
portfolio leaders.

Who will be
teaching me?
Our Certified Project Trainers are:
proven industry expert with over 10 years’
practical experience leading complex
projects, programs and portfolios of work
inspiring communicators
creative and critical thinkers, and
trained educators, facilitators and mentors.
Importantly, they are not professional lecturers
who only learned project management from
text-books – they superimpose on the content
a wealth of project skill and experience from all
stakeholder perspectives that bring project
management to life.

